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PRE F ACE

When gathering the material ~or the writing of this

paper, I had no idea that the early medical history of

Kalamazoo was such a ~ascinating sUbject. Also, the more

information I collected, the more I realized that there

were quite a few discrepancies in the various works written

upon this topic.

The early usage of quinine by frontier doctors is one

of the more flagrant errors. The authors of the various

books that I read cannot seem to agree if quinine was

commonly used or not. The more I read, the more I was

forced to conclude that the quantity of quinine ~ong

the early doctors was dependent upon the financial resources

of the doctor and his own personal beliefs concerning its

curat1~e powers.

I would 81'so like to mention in brief that the great

est of all medical inventions - the microscope, was not

perfected until about 1855, and failed to gain medical

promdnence until the 1860's.

ROGER Me GUINEAS
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Titus Bronson, the founder of Kalamazoo, choose a

beautiful site on a burr-oak opening on the Kal~azoo River

in 1831. In the same year, he platted the town, which he
1

named Bronson. The beautiful location of the site lured

many settlers to the spot on their way west; and, by 1833,
2

Bronson Village had about one hundred inhabitants. Titus

Bronson, the founder of the village, was rather eccentric

in manner, and his violent denunciations of alcoholic

beverages and trickery made bim numerous enemies. The

net result was that, in 1835, his opponents had the n~e

3
of the town changed to Kalamazoo.

The village, being on the old Territorial Road,

was destined for growth and settlement because it had both

water power and water transportation. With these prerequis

ites for a healthy continuance and with the advantages of

good farming land, Kalamazoo started to prosper.

With the influx of early settlers there arose not

only a need for economic goods but also a need for competent

physicians. As more and more people settled in the Kalamazoo

area~ the addition of these numbers added to the growing

1 F. Clever Bald, Michigan in Four Centuries, New York, 1954, p. 169.
2 Bibliographical Card File in Kalamazoo Public Library.
3 Bald, Ope cit., p.169.
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increase of all kinds of diseases and maladies. The doctors

that c~e to Kalamazoo were a credit to their profession

because they were, fortunately, well educated and largely
4

experienced.

These early doctors bore physical burdens that were

far out of proportion to the average frontiersman. Upon

them much depended, and the health of the commundty was

in their hands. In the 1830 l s roads were gl~orous descript

ions given to Indian paths and deer runs. In the summer

the doctors must ford rivers and "glop" through torrential

downpours; in the winter they must use their snowshoes

and trudge through blinding blizzards to reach their patients.

They must fight the elements twelve months of the year and

be content to accept lodging for their fees. The doctor

must be a jack-of-all-trades. He fashioned his own splints,

used crude material for his dressings and bandaging, and

operated under conditions that were "impossible". When he

gashed himself while operating (which was often) he was

satisfied if the wound vomited only "laudable puss". One

pioneer physician declared that the presence of maggots

in the self-inflected wound was frequently hailed with

satisfaction. He made the incision; the flies (conditions
5

were so serious) "did the rest". Puss in a wound was

4

5

Dr. Rush McNair,M.edical Memoirs of 50 Years in Kalamazoo,
Kalamazoo, 1938, p.4.
c. B. Burr, Medical History of Michigan, Minneapolis and
st. Paul, 1930, vol. I, p.120.



room was opened in the Lake Street School district, temporar,y quar-

ters were acquired in the Portage Street Baptist Church and one
1

teacher was added to the st~.ff of the Woodward Avenue School.

The Woodward Avenue and Frank Street bchools were especially

cro't.ro.ed. These conditions were due largely to the size of the North

West ~treet ~chool. Because of the crowded conditions there all of

the pupils of the North Tflest Street School above the fifth grade had

to go to either the Wood1-J'ard Avenue or Frank Street School. It now _

seemed that if the current conditions continued, by the time the new

Portage Street building, now under construction, was completed all

of the rooms would be needed.

During the year 1908-1909 the public schools showed a continued

growth in number and in equipment. At this time thenumber of students
2

per teacher was 48. In an effort to keep the increase in efficiency

at par with the material progress the pupil teacher ratio was to be
3

reduced tb 42 throughout the school system. The superintendent also

1-ranted one unassigned teacher in each building to help with indivi-

dual problems.

Total enrollment 1908-1909
4

High Schopl 792
Grades V*YSI 2193
Grades I*IV 2727
Imndergarten 920
Duplicates 506

Total 6126

1. Report of the Superintendent, 1906.
2. Historical-Bulletin Kalamazoo Public Schools, 1900-1909. Here

after refered to as H.B.K.P.S. 1900-1909.
3. This ratio was alre ady in effect in the latest school buildings.
4. H.B.K.P.S. L900-1909.

3
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1
Kal~azoo with its 1200 inhabitants in 1837 had

2
four doctors with offices in town. But most doctors carried

their complete "hospital" in their saddle bags. The physicians
,.

of the 1830's and 1840's lived in the "saddle bagn period.

A Dr. McApperson, who was one of the early pioneer doctors

in Michigpn,. carried the following items in his saddle bags.

Under the right flap were the powders; blue mass, a cathartic

for colds and fevers; rhubarb; powder; ipepacu~a; tartar emetic;

quinine flakes; Calomel; aloes; guiacum for rheumatism;

senna leaves; mandrake, a substitute for calomel; iod.i~;

bromide; chlorate; acetrate and nitrate of potash (salt

petre). Under the left flap in fluted leathern rolls were

the phials of liquid solution; hartshorn for snake bite
._ I

and mdlk sickness; digitalis; veratrum viridej tinctures

of card~on, colchecium (for rheumatish);lobelia (for croup),

nux vomica, ferrum, arnica, gel semium (to lower temperature),

and capsicium, a stomach tonic. These supplies were usually

supplemented by a pair of 'twisters' for pulling teeth,
3

a thumb lancet (for bleeding), and a catheter. This was

a vast amount of medical equipment to be contained in a

person's saddle bags, but these items were indispensible

to the doctors' of that day. Some of these ingredients,

when read aloud, sound like roll call in a Turkish army,

but- formidable as the names may sound, each drug served a

---------------~-------------

1 Bibliographical Card File In Kalamazoo Public Library.
2 Kal. Gazette, April 15, 1837.
3 BUrr, op.cit., p.123.
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definite purpose, and the advertised cures were usually

believed in by the patients.

The distances covered by these early doctors in

observance of their duties were tremendous when one remem-

bers the terrible conditions that existed in those days

for travel. Dr. Cyrus Stockwell's journeys of forty to

sixty miles were quite frequent. One winter mo.rning at

four o~clock A.M., the doctor bitched his horse to a cutter

and drove to see a seriously ill patient sixty-three miles
4

away and returned home at mid-night the same day. A jour-

ney of 126 miles in twenty hours by sleighl

The hardy physicians of yesterday in Kalamazoo

treated their patients with about a 50-50 dose of medical

knowledge and common sense. There were, of course, no med-

ical magazines to keep them up to date on new medicines

and new surgical techniques, so what became commonly accept

ed among the doctors as good medical treatment went through

quite an incubation period of trial and error. And" then,

often as not, in the period of a generation or so, the

accepted method was thrown out the window. This is what

happened to the art of Phlebotomy--or the practice of bleed

ing a patient to release the infected blood from his body.

Although the practice was still in evidence in 1834, most
5

doctors had abandoned the treatment by 1840. They began to

4 Ibid.
5 ]j5i{f.



see that Phlebotomy too often resulted in a fatality 'in-

stead of a recovery.

Another popular practice of frontier doctors 'that

eventually faded away was salivation. This was produced

by administering large doses of calomel, followed by draughts

of lemon juice. This treatment was often used as a cure for

sore throat or any other disease that happened to be,

unfortunately for the patient, located in the head. The

standard remedies of these early frontier healers were

quinine and calomel, given in quantities that would surely

appall our modern physicians o

The art of Phrenology--the location of bumps on the

skull and speculation concerning their significance as

related to ~ brain and character development--was a
6

popular pastime as late as the 1840' s:

At a barn raising appeared a Scotchman
with some lmowledge of Phrenology. He
examined Henry's head and predicted a
usefull career, whereupon Henry took up
the study of medicine.

~------------------~----------

6 Ibid, p. 204. Henry c. Fairbanks late~ be.carne a weLl; lmown
physician.
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The frontier doctor in Kalamazoo, as mentioned earlier,

practiced in a trial and error'period of medicine. The last

remnants of superstition associated with medical practices

were slowly beginning to dissolve and the well substanciated

beliefs of modern medicine were being born. Kalamazoo a-
1

round 1840 had grown to 1400 people of which six or seven
2

were doctors. Phrenology and Phlebotomy were only practiced

in outlying districts. The doctors in Kalamazoo were beginning

to evolve into the well-trained technicians of today. It

was a slow process and the transformation was painful

having many setbacks. But the important thing is that the

nucleous of modern medicine starte4 then; andwhat is more

significant, the doctors of Kalamazoo played an important

part in its growth.

Surgery in that pioneer era was handicapped in many

ways(1841). Et~er and chloroform anesthesia were unknown,

and antiseptics were crude ancestors of today's safe drugs.

In one case a man's leg had been crushed by a falling tree.

The doctor had no anesthetic--these were the days before

either chloroform or ether; and he had no instruments. He

located a grindstone and hroinner; with these he fashioned

surgical instruments of steel table knives and two-tined

forks, and with these, a handsaw and little else, performed
3

a successful amputation of the man's leg.

1 Bibliographical Card File in Kalamazoo Public Library.
2 Kal. Gazette, Aug. 4, 1838.
3 Burr, op.cit., p.299.
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A few years earlier, a Doctor Danial Brainard of

Kalamazoo, compl'eted his seventh or eighth successful am.-

putation of the leg at the hip. This particular amputation

was the second such type of operation in the United states
4

at the time!,

The medical practices after this interim started

to change for the better around 1850, with the opening of

the University of Michigan's new Medical School. Another

age old practice of apprenticeship was forced down the

drain. Under the apprenticeship method of instruction the

student too often learned nothing; the doctor was on calls,
5

and did not have the available time for adequate instruction.

4 Kale Gazette, March 11, 18370 (The patient had fractured
his leg earlier and a tumor had grown on the unhealed
fracture. The man was dying and it was essential to
amputate at the hip in order to save him.)

5 Burr, op.cit., po476.
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The earliest arrival of a graduate doctor in the

Kalamazoo area was Dr. Nathan M. Thomas, who came to Kala

mazoo County in 1830-- one year before Titus Bronson founded

the city. He was born in Ohio in 1803, and when he came
1

to Kal~azoohe settled on Prairie Ronde. In 1825, the

doctor began his study of medicine with a Dr. Parker of Mt.

Pleasant, and in 1828, he was graduated from the Medical

College of Ohio (Cincinnati). The doctor practiged by him

self in the area around Schoolcraft until he was joined by

his brother Jesse in 1836. Jesse, after "attending a few

medical lectures at the !1edlcal College of Ohio,. resumed

bis ;'work with his brother, Nathan, in the spring of 1837.

The doctor felt that he and his brother had a more lucrative

practice than most frontier doctors because he states that
2

in 1838, they eamed "four thous~d dollars".

The doctor from all accounts was a virile, hard

working man who visited all his patients on horse-back-

unlike many who started using the horse and buggy. His calls

ranged all the way to Paw Paw Village and the surrounding
3

settlements.

By 1844, the two doctors had built up quite a

sizable financial reserve, and Jesse and Nathan had acquired

large tracts of land. In 1845, Dr. Jesse Thomas was lured

to Wisconsin by talk of great land sales, and in 1846, he

bought a large tract of land near Gun Lake, Wisconsin, and

1 Samuel W. Durant, History of Kalamazoo !;!ounty, Michigan,
Philadelphia, ~~ou, p.l~l.

~ Ourr,"op. cit., p.~uu.

3 Durant, Ope clt., p. 121
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4
moved there permanen"G.Ly in :io4'(.

Dr. Nathan Thomas was very active in politics as

well as in medicine. He was a feverent believer in the anti

slavery movement. In 1837, he and 420 other men petitioned

Congress against,' the a.np.exation of Texas. Through the years

the doctor along with many others petitioned Congress on the

same sUbject, along.with the abolition of slavery in the

. District of Columbia, 'and against the admission to the union
5

'of any more slave states. In l845,he was nominated for

Lieutnant Governor by the Liberty Party; and in 1852, he was

a candidate for office for the Free-Soil Party; and in later
6 '"

years became an active menfuer of the Republican Party. Doc-

tor Thomas was one of the original organizers of the "under

ground railroad" which passed through Schoolcraft, Kalamazoo,

Battle Creek, Marshall, Jackson, Detroit, and across the

river into Canada. The first man to use this route passed

through Kalamazoo in October, 1838. In the twelve years that

thl.s "ra1-lroad" existed an estimated one thousand to fifteen
7

hundred fugitives fled to freedom.

One of the most colorful doctors in Kalamazoo's

history was Dr. Isaac E. Lamborn, who seemed to have arrived

here sometime in the 1830 1 s. He was one of the most eccentric,

outspoken, and yet brilliant of the frontier men. Although

he had received a medical degree, it seems that his wide

fields of interest kept him from devoting his full time to

4 Ibid, p.122.
5 Ibid, p .123.
6. Ibid.
7 IOIa, p.l24. (In 1880, the doctor was seventy-seven years

old••• and was still living when the book, from which I
received much of my information, was pUblished.)
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practicing medicine o

. Dr. Upjohn said of him It ••• one thing is certain, he

knew enough to have graduat~d from a half dozen of the

be s t colleges in the lando"

The man seemed obsessed with the desire to speak

in public; with little urging or no urging at all he would

jump to his feet and people would sit back and observe

the doctor "earnestly and emphatically pouring forth a torrent

of eloquence which astonished them all." The man was an

expert in surveying, mathematics, and politics-- to name

only a few of his skills.

During the presidential election of l84Ll-, Dro

Lamborn happened to make a brief speech in which occured

this passage: "Fellow citizensJ I come among you a Christ-

ian, patriot, and scholar! Really there are but three great

men in America; Daniel Webester is one, Henry Clay is another,

and the third modesty forbids me to mentionZ n A gentleman

in Kalamazoo once remarked about the doctor, "He seemed

to have no common sense, but he had the greatest store of

unconnnon sense of any man I ever knew~"

Unfortunately, the doctor had an unsatiable ego and

spent too much time giving speeches and theorizing instead

of earning a livingo The colorful old gentleman died in
8

the Cass County poorhouse in the summer of 18730

-~-~---~~----------~-------~-

8 Ibid, p.127-1~9o
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One of the great figures of Kalamazoo history is

Dr. Uriah Upjohn. tie was the leading medical man of ~alama

zoo for over two gener·ations. One of his sol1~s, as it is

wel~ known, William E. Up john, founded and became president

of the present Up john' Company.

Uriah Upjohn was born in England on September 7,

1808. He came to the United states with his brother Will-

iam when he was twen~y years old. ~he whole family joined

the two sons in ~ew York state two years later in 1830.

In the SaDle year he took up the study of medicine under a

Dr. Hale. (Dr. Hale had married the granddaughter of

Governor George Clinton, her father being the famous UCiti

zen G&net"). In 1834, he graduated from the College of
9

Physicians and Surgeons, New York. Upon graduation from

medical school, the following recommendation accompanied

his diploma: "Be it known that Dr. Upjohn re~eived his

degree in our university yesterdaY. It affords me great

pleasure to bear testimony to the great diligence with which

he has pursued his studies, and to the uncommon profic

iency which he evinced in his examinations be!·ore the

professors. My best wlshes at"Cend nim in IDS care'er J.n

life, and it is my .opinion that wherever he may locate,

he will be a valuable acquisition to his professional

brethren and the community.
(signed)

Valentine Matt, M.U.
Nelv York, April 2, Id34. iilO

9 Burr, op.cit., po327.
10 Durant, op.cit., p.479.
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He and his brother arrived in Kalamazoo County

in 1835, and Uriah immediately started giving medical aid

to the frontier people. It was a hard but rewarding. life.

In 1837 he married Maria Mills. They raised twelve child

ren, four 01' them ~raduating from the new Uni yersi ty of
11

Michigan Medical School. Uriah's medical practice encom-

passed large areas adjacent to Kalamazoo, and he often

went without pay. It has been estimated that one half

of all his calls were unpaid for. His circuit of calls

was a large one. Draw a line in a radius of thirty miles
12

around his home, and you have the scene of his labors.

In 1838, he was just approaching home after being

out on his calls for three days when a man stopped him on

the road, and told him that a woman was very ill in her log

cabin twenty-seven miles away. Without further delay, he

turned around and rode to the cabin, not arriving there

until three o'clock the next morning. The only fee he
13

collected for treating .the lady was some str-aw for his horse.

This example is typical of the man, and in the years

of practice that folloY-red' the above eX9.rnple was repeated

in various ways time and time again.

The doctor was a devoted student of medical pract

. ices, and was one of the first Hho realized the importance

of quinine in treating not only fever, but also other

maladies.

11 Ibid.
12 Ibid, pp.64-66.
13 Ibid, p.480.
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Dr. Upjohn It[[:.S an avid student in more than one

field. He made a study of botany, with special attention

to medic~nal.plants growing In Michigan, and was thus able

to ma]re medici71:es from roots, leaves, and barks. He was

also interested in geology; and, by reason of their use

irrmedicine, he was actively interested in minerals. To

round out a very active life of outside interests, the

doctor spent many hours pouring over books and articles

devoted to the science of astronomy and became very proficient
14

in this subject.

His skill and unders~~~ding as a physician were well

kn01ffi throughout the Kalamazoo area. When he retired about

1865 his services as a consulting physician were still

sought. His death on November 23, 1896, was not only a

grea.t loss to the medical world, but it Has also the end

of one of the most colorful chapters in Kal~azools medical

history.

The following is a listing of early Kalamazoo

doctors and a brief paragraph or ~entence on those for

whom information could be obtained. Well knol~ doctors

in Kalamazoo at that time, they are a sort of "Who :.. 1 S Who tt

in Kalamazoo medical history.

Dr. Abbott c~me to Kalamazoo the same year it was

founded(1831). He was its first postmaster and its first

physician. (Dr. Thomas Nathan settled in Prairie Ronde).

Not too much is kn01~ about him except that he was a good

14 Me Nair, op.cit., p.30o
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doctor-- and some of his calls took him all the way to Ionia,
15

Union City, and MUskegon. He died here' in 1879.

Dr. Reuben Barr'ett Came to Kalarnazoo in 1836, prac

ticed medicine, l\:ept a b08.rding house, and engaged quite

intensively in frontier, trade. The date of his death
16

is unlmol'm.

Dr. George Bro,~ing was a settler in Kalamazoo in

the same year. He opened the town's first regular drug

store. In-October 11, 1837, Dr. Browning advertised in the

Kalamazoo Gazette that his store was the first wholesale
17

drug establishment in Kalamazoo.

Dr. Lewis F. Starkly came to Kalamazoo in 1837.

In 1842 he was elected a state senator. He died May 19,
1·8

1848.

Dr. Edwin N. Colt was postmaster in Kalamazoo in
19

1841-1842.

The physicians in Kalamazoo in 1846, were Drs.

Starkweather, Sprague, Howard, J. Adams Allen, Starkly,
20

Stewart, Hill, and Swan.

Dr. GAorge J. Longbottom graduated from the Lon

don University Medical College in 1838, and came to Kala

mazoo in 1849. He became one of the tOl~'S most respected

doctors for fifteen years, and was well likedby all of the
21

early pioneers. He died in 18640

Dr. Thomas Bradshaw came to Kalamazoo in 1851.

15 Durant, op.cit., p.124.
16 Burr, op.cit., p.210.
17 Kal. Gazette, October 11, 1837.
18 Durant, op.cit., p.l24.
19 Ibid.
20 T15l'"Q.
21 Ibid.
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He was an eccentric, a recluse and seemed to scorn all the

conventionalities of dress and behavior. Most people seemed

to be afraid of him, and those that were not looked upon
22

him with awe. He died in 1872.

Dr. George W. Lyon came to Kalamazoo from New York

s,tate in 1858. From all accounts he appears to have been

an intellectual, and a man of very high medical skill.

He was very well known throughout the town, and was in

great demand to play the role of pUblic speaker at various
23

gatherings. He died in 1876.

---~----------~-----~--~---

22 Ibid.
23 Ibid, p.127.
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The Kal~azoo state Hospital for the mentally ill

is one of the finest equipped and supervised mental hospitals

in the United states. Its history is spotlighted by men

who were leaders in their fields and by men who fully dev

eloped the magnanimous projects associated with a well

administered mental institution.

Dr. Edwin H. Van Deusen and W.L. Worchester were

the early leaders and builders of the Kalamazoo state

Hospital.

Dr. Van Deusen was born in New York in 1828. He

graduated from Williams College when he was twenty years

old. He then enrolled and graduated from the College of

Physicians and Surgeons in New York in 1850. He accepted

a post on the New York Hospital staff where he remained for

over three years. It was here that he became "deeply inter

ested in correcting t~e treatment and rehabilitation given

to mentally 111 patients. His avid pioneering in these

programs led to his ~pointment in 1856, as medical super

intendent of the Kalamazoo State Hospital, with the under

standing that no salary would be paid until his services

were required as medical superintendent proper. Before

assuming his duties, he made numerous trips from Kalamazoo

to New York at his own expense to confer with other doctors

about the date-lIs of the planned hospital. When the asylum

was finished; there were insufficient f1xnds to equip the

--~-------~-.------------------
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.wards. The doctor was forced to solicit Kalamazoo citizens

to donate to a fund for these materials, and he himself

contributed large sums from his own pocket. He made plans

for the bUilding, supervised much of its constructlon, and,
1

in 1859, put the ~nstitution into operationo

-------~--------------~-~--

1 cia Nair, op.cit., p.50.
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The diseases of Kalamazoo's early history took a

terrible toll of lives. It was not so much the existing

sanitary conditions that caused the great loss of life,

but rather the ignorance of how to combat successfully the

disease when it struck.

The early frontier days of ~alamazoo, and even

up until the late 1~50Is, were ruled over in the warm months

by mosquitoes. Day and night the woods were full of them, ~d

at the approach of a settler or traveler, they would swarm
1

upon his hands and face by the millions. They could ser-

iously blind him. The town of Kalromazoo~ith its m~y stag

nant pools bred these insects 'as abundantly as did the

marshes. It was not an uncommon sight to see people driven

from the streets by the stinging of these swarms. About the

only remedy used was the smudge pot, but the smoke was about

as irritating as the mosquitoes themselves. Few people

even guessed that it was the female, an:opheles mosquito)

that spread malaria throughout the town. The people and

the doctors at that time called the disease ague. It was

believed to be caused by the vapors of the many surround

ing swamps and decaying vegetation. Night air was also

believed dangerous and doors and windows were closed to keep
2

it out.

A person with ague or malaria suffered from chills

and fever. He became cold and shoCk-'. allover, and his teeth

chattered Violently. The chills were followed by burning

1 Bald, op.cit., p.160.

2 Ibid.
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fever, and finally by profuse perspiration which only

brought temporary relief because soon the whole cycle was

repeated. Few people in Kalamazoo died from these attacks,

but if left them so weak that t hey were easily susceptible

to other viruses. Whole families\were known to be in bed
3 \

for a complete summer.

A few doctors realized thb .~ .. helpful benefits that

quinine contained, but it was expensive and difficult to

procur.

The people often preferred "home-brewed" remedies

to those administrations made by the doctors. These messes
"

were compounded of almost everything imaginable -- barks of

trees and roots of wild plants were th"e basic materials,

but some of the ingredients used by extremists could only
4

be labeled as foul. Even some unscrupulous doctors had such

concoctions, and oftentimes that patients preferred the

suffering of the disease rather than to attempt the cure.

The only certain way by which the disease could be elimin

ated was by the coming of cold weather.

The mysteries surrounding the disease are well shown

in the following quotation:

The cutting down of timber and cleaning it
away seems as though it caused a great deal
of sickness ••• the sap in the timber soured
and smelt offensive in hot days-- I think
caused a great d eal of sickness such as fever
and a gue a nd chill fever and a number died
of fever this fall.5

3 Ibid.
4 Burr, Ope cit., p.158.
5 Ibid.

\



off into the 1voods" in an attempt to get away from every-

2 1

According to one of the pioneers l-lho lived in this

area about 1837:

During the sickly season of 1838, one or
more of every family was prostrated
by malarial fevers, a doctor named C~p-

bell was the only practicing physician between
Marshall-Galesburgh, riding night and day
on his Indian pony••• visiting the log
cabins of the ~ioneers and administering
to the sick.o. "

Yes, everybody had it -- even the Indians, contrary

to popular belief o Michigan pioneers sang a couplet:

Don't go to Michigan, that land of ills·
The word means ague, fever, and chillso?

The doctors of those days that did not have quinine,

and there were many, dosed their ague victims with calomel.

This "taJ'as powerful stuff, and many of them developed If cal

omel sore mouths" and lost their teetho

One of "the most deadly of the diseases during the

frontier days in Kalamazoo was ch<?lera. This disease had

broken out in its first full-fledged epidemic in Detroit

in 1~32, and again in ~834. The results were catestrophic.

It is reasonable to as~ume that Kalamazoo along with the other

little tOwns in }tlchigan suffered from the ravages of the

disease o 1~~ole families were lanown to have gone to bed

at night apparently well and died at night. The only way

that most pioneers tried to fight the disease was to "take

8
body, and to thrash out the attacks of t he plague by themselves o

6 Ibid, p.195o
7 Ibid.
8 Ibid, p0680.
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This, of course, usually spread the disease.

Cholera was brought to this state at Detroit in
9

1~32, when a/ vessel full of troups ordered to the scene

of the Black Hawk War docked there a nd sixteen victims

were brought ashore. Eleven of the men died before morn-

ingo The disease swept inland and rapidly hopped from

town to tovm. To anyone who showed, early symptoms of

Cholera 11 a thumping dose of ipecacuanha and calomel It was
10

administered ;'on the spot~ \\It acted,. like a charm".

Bleeding was another favorite remedy, but as usual it

seemed to have no effect in thwarting the disease. For

a time things became so serious that travelers going westward

along the Chicago road were forced to make long detours around

towns to avoid arrest. Even the boy governor, stevens T.

Mason, who tried to ave'rt suspicion by entering a town

from the west was discovered, and so great was the worry

that he might be a cholera carrier, he Has arrested and
11

put in jail inrrlledie..telyo The fear of the disease was

as serious. as the disease itself G

Cures were a dime a dozen -- everyone had a partic-

ular favorite that he claimed would stop the plague immed

iately. A Dr. SilB.s Spenser had a prescription that "cured
12

Chlorea (sic) vIi thout bleeding or Calomel It 0 He said he fed

his patients freely with warm brandy sling infused with

peppersauce, laudanum, essence of peppermint and spirits

9 Ibid.
10 Ibid.
11 Ibid, p. bel
12 Burr, ~, po682o
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of hartshorn, keeping them at the same tlroe at even heat
13

with hot bricks.

In J.tj49, tne dl'eaded asiatic choLera broke out

again. A writer in Detroit reflected the feelings of the

entire state when he editoralized~:;

The return of warm weather, not with standing
the thrill of pleasure always felt at the
passing away of frost and storm, and the wel
come given to the bursting buds of May, is at
this time watched with apprehension, through
dread that it may herald the approach of the
glooming cloud of pestilence, which has oveI)-14
shadowed the eastern continent to our shores.

Certainly, the sanitary conditions of Kalromazoo

during this period gave momentum to the disease ·onceunder-

way. Kalamazoo's sanitary situation was about on a par

wi th those of the other t OVl.TJlS in II/lichie.;an. They v-!ere all

terrible.

Small pox was evident in South Western Michigan

as early as 1783, among the Indians. Thousands of Indians

were known to have died from the disease in the 17th and

18th centuries.

Dr. Edward Jenner discovered an effective vaccination

in 1796, 'but it was not until the 1830' s that vaccination

was freely practiced, and in 1836, when talk of Michigan
15

statehood became high, vaccination became very popular.

One reason why people had rebelled against the treatment

was a prejUdioe against inoculation with diseased matter from

a cows udder. Some Michigan doctors used human virus ob-

12 Burr, i'bid, p.682.
13 Ibid.
14 I'6Id, p.683.
15 Ibid, p.710.
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tained from the postules of infen.ts instead of cow virus.

Tuberculosis or consumption was almost unknown

in Kal8.J.~Bzoo in the frontier days 0 The reason seems to

be that consumption, which thrives in a closely populated

area, could not get going in Kalamazoo because the pop

ulation was not large enough to support it. Also, the pio~

neers of' that era were at' hardy stocK, and tne weak ones

could not have made the journey anyway, so stayed behind.

~ome of the early doctors believe that those who

did co'me to Kalamazoo wi th the disease were fully cured

by developing ague and fever. This is certainly a new

twist 'for questionable cures, but many physicians believed

of it, as did Gny and every community. Some of the cures

used in the early days were hor~eradish leaves·used as a

counter irritant, and boiled cabbage leaves applied as a
18

palliativee

Cerebro-spinal Meningitis or brain fever or spotted

fever was another major fear of the frontier folk. There

is no actual record of the disease in Kalamazoo during

its early history, but it is probable that it existed

here. One doctor ventured the opinion th~t the disease

16 Ibid.
17 Ibid, p.720.
18 Ibid, p.~30.
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seemed to prefer localities which were strickly malarial

in their character. Kalamazoo fi tted t his description

perfectly.

An epidemic hit Michigan in 1847 and 1848. Although

mortality statistics were not collected in this state un
19

til 1867, the numbe~. of deaths was probably quite high.

The attempts at cure ran from treatment with hemlock

to steambaths, to severe dosages of calomel, ipecac, and
20

even to opium.

Naturally, countless other diseases were in exist-

ence at the time, but those mentioned seemed to be infamous-

ly prominent and more well-lrnown than the others. Unfort

unately, it was not until 1856 that a good many of the
21

diseases became labeled and attached to symptoms 0

------~----~----------------

19 Ibid.
20 Ibid.
21 Ibid, p.505.
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The cutting knife, splints, bandages, and many other

medical items have been known to the world since early' times.

But as man and the world developed, the need for more and

better medical instruments was realized.

When a person was ill, one of the first steps taken

by a doctor when administering to the patient was listen

ing to his heart beat or pulse. A great variety of instru

ments had been devised to conduct the sounds of the chest to

the ear of the doctor; and a Frenchman, Laennec, had invented

the first one of these in 1819. But all of these insturments

were large and clumsy, and were eventually discarded.

Better results were obtained by laying the ear on the

patientts chest, with a piece of cloth between, than to use

the awkward wooden tube that Laennec had invented. A.Dr. CoW.

Pennqpk, of Philadelphia, invented the first flexible tube

stethoscope. This did not transmit the impUlse, but only

the sounds of the heart and chest. Then, Dr. Arthur Leared,

of London, invented in 1851, a double binaural stethoscope not. . 1

too disimilar from the ones used today.

In the middle ages the naked foot was used as a sort
2

of thermometer. This method certainly had its drawbacks, and

not too much more is knOl{ll about the history of temperature

taking until it is noted that a Dr. Archibald Arnott, one of

the physicians of Napoleon, "took the temperature of the ex

emperor on April 3, 1821, when he was t~{enaeriously ill
--~---~~------------------~--

1 Ibid, p.660.
2 Thfd, p.665o
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3
at st. Helena." How the-· doctor did this is, unfortunately,

not revealed o

In December, 1852, Spurgin of Cambridge, published

a paper describing a thermometer of his devising.

Th8' f~rst mention of a thermometer by a Michigan

. doctor is made in the Detroit Review of Medicine and'Phar

macy in 1867. The doctor discusses the differ~nt temper

atures of fevers and mentions the fact that temperatures

of the skin above 102 degrees or 104 degrees must be re

duced. Prior ,to this no mention is made of the medical use

of a clinical thermometer. Indeed, it is apparent that

most doctors scoffed at t he idea of the Ii ttle fragile glass

tube being of much medical benefit. Not until the later

19th century did the thermometer start to become an impor-

tant item in the doctor's little black bag.

One medical instrument that did get wide medical

usage before 1860, was the hypodermic syringe. With this

invention by Thomas Wood in 1853, various attempts ltfere made

to induce local anesthesia by the injection of narcotic

substances. The anesthesia mainly used around 1858, when

the hypodermic syringe became well known, was morphiao

Now morphia is the narcotic principal of opium as is

morphine and habit forming. Dope addiction in those

days was little understood so one can see that a few in

jections of morphia intended to anesthesiz-e the patient
---~-----~-------------------

3 Ibid.
to ''t. !. ~ .. . . •..
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could result in serious damage. The syringe used was a

metallic instrument or a "clyster ll pipe and bladder.

"The injection should be gently administered, pushing the
·4

piston slowly and gently. II

At first, the idea of the hypodermic syringe was

eagerly taken up, but a Dr. S.P. Duffield expressed the

beliefs of many of the men in his profession when he said.

in part, II (1t is dangerous) ••• to place in the hands of

designing persons a power which has never before been

possessed by any within or without the profession of med-
5

icine."

But the full value of the hypodermic syringe was

destined to prove itself 1ater,on the bat~fields of the

Civil War.

The first anesthetic -- so-called -- was the practice

of giving the patient a good dose of whiskey, and placing

an object between his teeth that he could bite upon. This

was the standard pain killer in early amputations. It is

easy to understand why many patients died of shock in the

midst of the operation. Anesthetics in the form of -chloro

form sprang into existance around 1849. The first doctor

in southern Michigan to use an anesthetic of the class

recognized today was a doctor in Coldwater, who used ether
6

and/ or chloroform when delivering babies.

Except for a few isolated cases antiseptics in

4 Ibid, p.506.
·5 ~.
6 See C.B. Burr, Medical History of rfichigan, vol. I, p.789,

and his reference to work of Dr. J.H. Beech.
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Michigan and Kalamazoo were unheard of prior to 1887.

Although "antisepsis" and the activity of the microbe were

largely unknown at this time, many doctors in their practice

anticipated such a discovery. Marty of these frontier doc-

tors insi"sted upon. scrupulous, personal cleanliness.

Although beards were then in fashion, some doctors felt

that cleanliness was more important than being in sty~e,

8
and remained clean-shaven.

One doctor told the father of the author, G.B. Burr,

that II 'Salt was a common, but efficient cleanser and should
9

be used wi th plenty of soap, when bathing.' II

._----------------~-----~-----

7 Ibid, p. 728.
8 Ibid, po~.98o

9 Ibid.
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From 1840 to 1850 the population of Kalamazoo
1

almost doubled 1400 to 2500. The number of doctors
2

increased from about six or seven to nine, which is a
3

ratio of one doctor to a Ii ttle over 277 people. Whil'e

from 1850 to 1860, the population increased to 6,075 with

ten doctors. A ratio of one doctor to every 607i people.

Jumping ahead to 1950, Kalamazoo had 160 doctors; and a

population of 54,097,4 thus a ratio of one doctor to 388

people. In other words, in a period of ninty years Kala-

mazoo has less patients per doctor today than it had in

1860. This can be explained partially, I believe, by

what the sociologists would refer to B$" cuItural lag" 0

The population of Kalamazoo grew so rapidly that it out

stripped the number of doctors. Eventually, this gap was

narrowed as the popUlation surge slowed down over the per

iod of years, and at the same time the number of medical

schools increased in size, therefore turning out a larger

number of doctors. With more and more medical students

graduating,Kalrumazoo received a larger proportion of these

men than before and thereby slo't-11y decreased the ratio

between doctor and patient. Another ID.ajor reason for

Kalamazoo getting more doctors was the fact that this

city has been well equipped, medically, for a number of

years. Kalamazoo boasts two large hospitals and a nationally

known mental iBst!tut~onSuchfacilities are advantageous
----------------------------
1
2
3

4

Bibliograhical Card File in Kalamazoo Public Library.
Ibid.
Loomis and Talbott t s Kalalilazoo City Directory for 1860.

American Medical Journal, edited by Frank V. Cargill,
Chicago, 1950, p.1074.
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for yo~ng doctors looking for a practice in a fair sized

city.

The history of Kalamazoo as seen through a doctor's
of

eye is not a history/marked, explosive changes. It is a
/'

history.of a slow metamorphosis achieved by littie, everyday

fragments of Imowledge that eventually added up to the med

ical profession as it is todayo The men that contributed

t~ our present medical status were human beings engaged

. in a profession that required knowledge as a prerequisi te

and an inquisitive mind for advancement. The doctors who

lived in and around ftal amazoo in those early days were

certainly striving to move ahead. So many of them real

ized that an operation or a diagnoses could be improved

only if a certain mist of unknowing could be blown aside.

When a step forward was taken by one doctor, it moved all

of them. The story of the frontier doctors of Kalamazoo

is an absorbing phase of our county's history.

~-~------~-----~------~----~
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